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This memorandum supersedes the guidance issued on November 6, 2008, entitled "S uperseding
Guidance on Reporting and Invest igating Claim s to United States Citi zenship." This guidance is
intended to ensure claims to U.S. ci tizenship receive immediate and careful investigation and
analysis.
While perionning their duti es, U.S. Immi gration and Customs Enforcement ( ICE) officers, agents,
and attomeys, may encounter aliens who are not ce rtain of their status or claim 10 be United States
citizens (USC). As the Immigration and Nationa lity Acl (INA) provides numerous avenues for a
person to dcrive or acquirc U.S. citizenship, ICE officers, agents, and attomeys, should handle
these mattcrs with the utmost care and highest priority. While some cases may be easily reso lved,
because of the complexity of citizenship and nationality law, many may require additional
investigation and s ubstantial legal analysis. As a matter of law, ICE cannot asscrt its civil
immigration enforce ment authority to arrest amVor detain a USc. Consequently, investigations
into an ind ividual ' s claim to U.S. citizenship should be pri oriti zed and Offiee oflnvestigations (01)
and Detention und Removal Operations (DRO) personnel must co nsult with the Office o f the
Principal Legal Advisor's (OPLA) local Office o rthe ChiefCounsci (OCC) as discussed below.
Chlims lit the Time of Encounter
When onicers and agents encounter an individual who they suspec t is wi thout lawful status but
claims to be a USC, the situation will fa ll into one of three categories: I) evidence indicates the
person is a USC; 2) some evidence indicates that the ind ividual may be a USC but is inconclusive;
and 3) no probative evidence indicates the indi vidual is u USC. (f evidence indicates the individual
is a USC, ICE should neither arrcst nor place the individua l in removal proceedings. Where there
is some probative evidence that the individual is a USC, o ni eers and agents should consult with
thei r local OCC as soon as practi cab le. A lier evaluating the claim , if the evidence of U.S.
citizenship outweighs evidence to the contrary, the individual should nOl be taken into custody.
The person may, however, still be pl aced in removal proceed ings if there is reason to bel ieve the
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individual is in the United States in violation oflaw. Finally, where no probative evidence of U.S.
citizenship exists and there is reason to believe the individual is in the United States in violation of
law, the individual may be arrested and processed for removal. In all cases, any uncertainty about
whether the evidence is probative of U.S. citizenship should weigh against detention.
Claims by Individuals Subject to an NTA

Agents and officers must fully investigate the merits ofany claim to citizenship made by an
individual who is subject to a Notice to Appear (NTA), whether the claim was made before or after
the NTA was served on the individual. Such investigations should be prioritized and 01 and DRO
personnel should consult with their local OCC as soon as practicable when investigating such
claims. In addition, 01 and DRO, along with their local OCC, must jointly prepare a memorandum
examining the claim using the attached template. A notation should be made in the Enforce Alien
Removal Module (EARM) and a copy ofthe memorandum should be placed in the alien's A-file.
The memorandum should also be saved in the General Counsel Electronic Management System
(GEMS) and notated using the designated GEMS barcode.
Claims by Detained Individuals

If an individual already in custody claims to be a USC, an officer must immediately examine the
merits of the claim and notify and consult with his or her local OCC. If the individual is
unrepresented, an officer must immediately provide the individual with the local Executive Office
for Immigration Review (EOIR) list of pro bono legal service providers, even if one was previously
provided.
DRO and OPLA must also jointly prepare and submit a memorandum examining the claim and
recommending a course of action to the HQDRO Assistant Director for Operations at the "USC
Claims DRO" e-mailbox and to the HQOPLA Director ofField Operations at the "OPLA Field
Legal OPS" e-mailbox. Absent extraordinary circumstances, this memorandum should be
submitted no more than 24 hours from the time the individual made the claim. HQDRO and
HQOPLA will respond to the field with a decision on the recommendation within 24 hours. A
notation should be made in EARM and a copy ofthe memorandum and resulting decision should
be placed in the alien's A-file. The memorandum and resulting decision should also be saved in
GEMS and notated using the designated GEMS barcode.
If the individual's claim is credible on its face, or if the investigation results in probative evidence
that the detained individual is a USC, the individual should be released from detention. Any
significant change in circumstances should be reported to the "USC Claims DRO" e-mailbox and
the "OPLA Field Legal Ops" e-mailbox.
Examination of the Merits

Interviews with detainees making such claims must be conducted by an officer or agent in the
presence ofand/or in conjunction with a supervisor. Interviews will be recorded as sworn
statements and must include all questions needed to complete all fields on a Record ofDeportable
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Alien, Fonn 1-213. In addition, the sworn statement must include additional probative questions
designed to elicit infonnation sufficient to allow a thorough investigation ofthe person's claim of
citizenship. Additional steps to be taken may include vital records searches, family interviews, and
other appropriate investigative measures. Officers and agents should also work with their local
United States Attorney's Office to ensure that any statement includes infonnation sufficient to use
in prosecuting appropriate cases under 18 U.S.C. § 911, should it ultimately come to light that the
individual intentionally made a false claim to U.S. citizenship.
State and Local Officers with Authority under INA § 2S7(g)
Field Office Directors (FODs) and Special Agents in Charge (SACs) shall ensure that all state and
local officers with delegated immigration authority pursuant to INA § 287(g) within their area of
responsibility understand and adhere to this policy. FODs and SACs are expected to thoroughly
investigate all USC claims made by individuals encountered by 287(g) designated officers.
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